INTRODUCTION
Fairness is both a very complex and widely investigated subject [11] . The present paper is a contribution to the theory of fairness for Synchronous CCS, or SCCS, with delay operators. In SCCS, the loose synchronization of CCS is replaced by the tight synchronization operator x, requiring that ail individual processes which are composed via x take a step together at all time units [18, 19] . Whence the need, if we wish to allow for more flexibility and avoid some deadlocks, to introducé a delay operator enabling some processes to wait for some time, until e. g. the environment allows them to proceed. This in turn créâtes fairness problems.
Roughly speaking, fairness ensures that no process shall wait forever. More precisely we will mainly be concerned with strong fairness [8] , requiring that every process which is enabled, i. e. allowed to pursue its computations, infinitely often, shall perform effective actions infinitely often. Transition Systems are now acknowledged to be one of the best models for parallelism [2, 4, 21, 28, 32] . Transition Systems can be considered as automata skeletons, thus it seems quite natural to try to characterize fairness in terms of successful computations of automata. Surprisingly, up to now and to our knowledge, very few people have been trying similar approaches [24, 28, 29] .
We show how to characterize fair computations of some finite state SCCS processes via the successful computations of a variant of Muller automata, namely the Muller automata with infinitary transitions instead of infinitary states. Our proof is effective in the sense that, starting from an SCCS process, we construct effectively the automaton which recognizes the fair computations of that process. We show that Muller automata with infinitary transitions still recognize the class of (ö-regular languages as the usual Muller automata. This implies that the class of fair computations of a finite state SCCS process is contained in the class of oe-regular languages; we show that it coincides with the class of e-free cö-regular languages. Besides providing a nice operational characterization of fair languages, we believe that our approach sheds a new light and gives more insight into the phenomenon of fairness. Our approach differs from the one of [29] in the following respects: (i) they introducé a gênerai notion of fairness for all automata with a special acceptance condition, whereas we consider only the automata corresponding to SCCS processes, with an acceptance condition which is equivalent to the usual one, and (ii) they require that all edges (or all edges with a given label) be taken infinitely often in the course of a fair computation, whereas we require that a set of spécifie edges together with spécifie labels, be taken infinitely often, and we do not require for all arbitrary edges to be taken infinitely often.
The results of the present paper generalize those which were presented at STACS88, where we had considered only a subclass of finite state processes, namely the strictly regular processes.
The present paper contains 3 more sections: section 2 describes the language and processes that we will study, section 3 recalls the necessary prerequisites about automata and introduces T-automata, and finally section 4 explains our results about fairness.
SCCS AND ITS SEMANTICS

The syntax
We will work with the language SCCS of [18, 14] . Let Act=(A, ., ", 1 > be a non empty commutative group of actions, and Var a set of variables. The unit action 1 represents an internai action, for instance the resuit of a Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications synchronization aâ, or a delay of one time unit. The SCCS expressions E, ranged over by £, are defined by the BNF scheme:
where xeVar, CLGA, B^A, E, F e E. We will omit in the sequel the vector notation and shorten ree x. E into ree x. E. An occurrence of a variable x in an expression E is said to be free if it is not in the scope of a reex, and it is said to be guarded [19] if it occurs within a subexpression of the form a: F. An SCCS process is an expression without free variables; the set P of SCCS processes is ranged over by p.
NIL represents the process which can do nothing, : represents sequential composition, + represents nondeterminism, x represents the synchronous product of two processes performing actions simultaneously. E j B represents the restriction of E where only actions in B can be perf ormed. ree x. Ê represents the solution of the set of mutually recursive équations Xi -Et, f=l, . . ., n. The delay operator ô is definable in that framework via 8£ = recx(l x + E). See [14] for more details. The sequential composition : will be elided whenever this causes no ambiguity.
Operational semantics
As usual, the dérivation relation: £ -• F, means that E becomes F af ter a performing action <a, and defines the operational semantics of processes. -• is defined inductively on E as the least relation containing, for all a e A:
finally, 5£ X 8£ and if E A E then bE A E. The rules concerning 8 are deducible from the previous ones and are given for convenience only. Since 8 is definable using ree, it is not a primitive operator in SCCS, and all the constraints concerning ree will apply to 8.
vol. 23, n° 1, 1989 The derivatives of E are the E n s such that there exists a dérivation c:
The set of derivatives of £ is denoted by Der(E). A computation c of a process /? is a maximal (finite or infinité) dérivation; the séquence of actions a t a 2 . . . executed by p in the course of computation c is called a trace of/?, and denoted by trace (c).
A process £ is said to be finite state iff it has a finite number of derivatives, namely Der(E) is finite. Finite state processes will also be called regular processes; this terminology stems from the fact that the (fair) trace languages of finite state processes will be shown to be to-regular languages (see sections 2 and 4). The set of finite state (or regular) processes will be denoted by R.
A process E is said to be strictly regular iff ail its subprocesses of the form rec x. F satisfy the following two restrictions: (i) ail occurrences of x in F are guarded, i. e. in a subexpression of the form a : F', and (ii) F has no occurrence of the synchronous product x. The set of strictly regular processes will be denoted by RP.
A strictly regular process has a finite number of derivatives, and we will associate with it finite automata which recognize its set of traces and fair traces; however, not ail finite state processes are strictly regular, e. g. recx. {ax + bNIL xcNIL). Strict regularity "strictly" implies that the process is finite state and that there is no dynamic génération of subprocesses and derivatives, whence the terminology.
Since we are interested in fairness, we need more information than just the name of the action performed during one dérivation step, as shown by the following example:
The action 1 can here proceed:
-either from the product of the two delays: rec x. Sax -> rec x. Sax and rec x. Sax -> rec x. Sax; a -or from the product of the actions a and a : rec x. Sax -* rec x. Sax and rec x. Sax -• rec x. Sax.
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Hennessy [14] , differing slightly from the approaches of [7, 9] to model fairness, defined the set R of action-redexes by the BNF-scheme:
where a e A, r, r u r 2 e R.
-* is defined inductively on E as the least relation containing, for all a e A and reR: Let name: R -+ A be the function defined by:
name (ur)~ name (r), for all ue{8, f, ree, +1, -f 2}*, name « r, r f » = name (r). name (r').
PROPOSITION 2.1: For any process peP 9 and action-redex reR, ifp ->p' and p-+p" 9 then p'=p".
So, the introduction of action-redexes determinizes the behavior of processes, and will help in the study of fairness. However, the formalism being somehow heavy, we will omit the symbols 8, f, ree, +1, +2 whenever possible.
Finally, for reR, define % i9 i = 1, 2, by:
if r = u <r l5 r 2 ) with we{8, % ree, +1, +2}*, then: n i (r)=^r i for z=l ? 2, otherwise 7c £ (r) = J_, i. e. is undefined for i-l, 2.
Bisimulation
In the literature, various authors have defined équivalence relations which identify processes having the same observational behavior [3, 9, 14, 16, 19, 27] . See [5, 12, 31] , for a survey and comparison between these various équivalences. Most of them, however, are too weak, i. e. identify too many processes for our purposes. We shall work here with the notion of bisimulation, introduced by Park [27, 28] , see also [18, 20] . DÉFINITION 
(ii) ^ is preserved by all the SCCS operators, and (iii) « is consequently a congruence.
TRANSITION SYSTEMS AND AUTOMATA
We will model the behavior of finite state processes by finite automata; to this end, we first describe more generally the behavior of all SCCS processes via transition Systems [6, 21, 32] . 9 (ii) s=p 9 and (iii) {q l9 a y q 2 )eD iff q x =p v q 2 
The syntax
=P
The alphabet of S will be R if we are interested in fairness, and A if we are only interested in the trace language. We identify (a, b) in A 2 with < a, b > in R (resp. with a. b e A). NOTATION: In the sequel, and unless otherwise specified, we will write # (p) for both ^(p) and â&{p), because the results concerning these two kinds of transition Systems are the same.
This notion of modelling is adequate, because the transition Systems are naturally endowed with an algebra structure, see [21] for the définitions of +, 0 and prefixing on charts, which are generalized transition Systems. PROPOSITION 
3.1: Let S -(Q, s, D) be a transition system over A, and p a finite state SCCS process such that S -^ (p\ then S is a finite automaton.
Proof: If the process is finite state, then it has a finite number of derivatives, hence the corresponding transition System is finite, namely is a finite automaton.
Proposition 3.1 becomes f aise when S = M (/?), because in this latter case, S need not necessarily be finite, even if p is finite state. Consider for instance (ax + x); the corresponding transition system S on R such that has a single state, but infinitely many transitions. For a process p and a transition system C such that C -^ (p), the states of the transition system are the derivatives of the process, and its transitions, or dérivations, are:
-either the actions which can be taken by the process, if the alphabet of the transition System is A; -or the action redexes, if this alphabet is JR; in this latter case the transition system is deterministic, cf. proposition 2.1.
Muller transition automata
We modelled the behavior of an SCCS process via a transition system; before introducing fair computations for SCCS processes, we first need to vol. 23, n° 1, 1989 describe the successful computations of these transition Systems. To this end, we will transform our transition Systems into automata by imposing some récognition criteria. We will mainly consider Muller automata.
For an alphabet A, let A* (resp. A") dénote the set of finite (resp. infinité) séquences over A, and ^4°° =^4* \J ^4°. Muller T-automata are somehow similar to the automata considered in [17] . The idea leading to the notion of Muller T-automaton is the following: in a Muller automaton, an infinité computation is successful iff it eventually cycles through a set of infinitary states, whereas in a Muller T-automaton, an infinité computation is successful iff it eventually cycles through a set of infinitary transitions, which is a somehow more précise information. However, and (t, q) -> (t\ q')oq-* q'. Conversely, if si is a Muller automaton, and c a successful computation thereof, such that Inf s (c) = Q'eQ inf , then'g' defines cycles of transitions T l9 . . ., T n9 one of which will be taken infinitely often in the course of computation c.
Muller automata were first introduced in [23] , where it is shown that they recognize the class of o-regular languages, see also [10, 20] , and [33] for a nice survey on how to recognize infinitary languages. The following then can be proved easily: PROPOSITION 
3.3: The classes of languages (over A or R) corresponding to the dérivations (resp. computations) of regular SCCS processes are closed and prefïx-closed (ù-regular languages [resp. closed e-free co-regular languages, i. e. (ù-regular languages L such that the empty word £$L, and adh(L)^L].
It is not true that an arbitrary (e-free) oe-regular language is the set of dérivations or computations of some process: for instance, a* (ora + ) cannot be a set of dérivations or computations, because any set of dérivations or computations containing a* (ora + ) should also contain a 0 *, since such a set should be closed. We will see later on, in theorem 4.1, that the power of fairness is so great as to enable us to generate all 8-free oe-regular languages, instead of just the closed ones. Nonetheless, it is shown in [7] that strongly fair computations can be described as limits of Cauchy séquences with respect to some very special metric distance defined on finite dérivations; hence sets of fair computations are closed with respect to that metric. We can show by a subset construction (cf [25] ) on the set of transitions that the class of languages defined by this last acceptance condition is again the class of ©-regular languages. See [26] for the proof.
FAIRNESS
Strong fairness
Intuitively, a computation of a process p is strongly fair iff every subprocess which is enabled infinitely often is active infinitely often. A subprocess is any concurrent component in a synchronous product; a process is enabled if it has the possibility of performing an effective action, and it is active if it performs an effective action, different from a delay. In other words, in a strongly fair computation, a process which can perform an effective action shall not delay forever. where we used the associativity of x to delete useless parentheses, and where the : sign indicating sequential composition has been omitted whenever this créâtes no ambiguity; and let c (resp. c') be the dérivations: Then the computation c a is not strongly fair, because the third process is infinitely often enabled but never activated; we will see in the next section that this computation is nevertheless weakly fair. The computation c /tt> , on the other hand, is strongly fair.
Clearly, any finite computation is strongly fair. For an infinité computation, we will show that the study of fairness boils down to the study of the cycles in the computation. Note that, as in the rest of this section, our attention will be restricted to regular processes, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
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We will define a variant of action redexes, the dérivation redexes^ tailored for fairness. Since fairness is concerned exclusively with the behavior with respect to the synchronous product x, dérivation redexes will model exclusively the behavior of the processes with respect to the factors of unguarded synchronous products. The set L of dérivation redexes will consist of the finite lists of action names, to which we will add a new symbol a, intended to keep track of internai synchronizations.
We will also define a relation -• on E, for leL. To this end we need first some notations. •{:
So, name s (r) is identical to name (r), except that it keeps track of synchronizations. We identify name s {r) with the list having the single element (name s (r)).
Let nf (r) be the î-th component of 7i*(r), if it exists, namely if n* (r) has n ^ i éléments.
Finaily, extend n* (r) and nf (r) to sets C of action redexes, in the obvious way, e.g.:
vol. 23, n° 1, 1989 The relation -• is then defined on E as follows: for each p, p' e E such that there exists a dérivation d:p-+p\ the relation />-• p' holds, with / = 7t*(r)eL.
We might define directly the relation -> on E as the least relation containing, for all aeA and /eL:
if E^E' and n(l)eB\J{o} [see below the définition of n(/)] then:
finally, 5£ i 5£, and moreover, if E -^ £' then 8£ -^ £', wheren(/) is defined by ? cp being the alphabetic morphism cp: AU {o} which erases a: 
. S=&(p).
A cyc/e c in S is a path such that V*;, t ir {q if r p q is^B D 9 and ft^ft^,.
Let ^(S) be the set of T^D such that for some cycle c in 5, T=c (this last notation being a shorthand for T={t/|c| ( #0}).
(ii) To each S=&(p), we will associate a transition system S' over the alphabet L of dérivation redexes by relabelling the transitions of S by their 7c* image, Le. ^' = (0, q 0 , D'\ where if t:p^+p'eD y then is the corresponding relabeled transition of 5'. We will dénote this new transition system by S' = $i(p\ Cycles in S' are defined as in(i).
(iii) A cycle of a process p is a dérivation c of the form:
c: P^p 1( iv) A process /> is said to be cyc/fc iff it has a cycle.
In the rest of the section we will identify a process p with the transition System S such that S=&(p) [or S' such that S' -B (p)], whence the part (iii) of the above définition. 
Sketch ofproof:
The only thing to prove is the "only if' direction. If u is an infinité path in a finite transition System, then the following condition is satisfied by Inf t («): If Inf t (M) satisfies the above condition, then Inf, (u) defines a set of (possibly unconnected) cycles in S', u being a path though, implies that the set defined by Inf,(«) must be connected. Hence Inf t (u) defines a cycle of S'. This proposition says that a path u is infinité iff the transitions in Inf, (w) form a cycle, or equivalently, that the transitions of u are eventually ail in a cycle c.
We can conclude that the cycles in S' characterize the infinité paths in S'. Proposition 4.1 remains true if we replace S' by a transition system S such that S = <£(p\ but becomes f aise if it is assumed that S=&(p): take e. g.
p = recx. (ax + x)
. This is one of the reasons why we needed to introducé the dérivation redexes, better suited to our notion of fairness than the actions redexes.
We now corne to the study of fairness; we need to define the notions of enabled and active subprocesses. Intuitively, a subprocess of a process p is any factor, or component of an unguarded synchronous product, i. e. a product which is not within a subterm of the form a: q, or p + q> or reex.E. So for instance a process which has no unguarded occurrence of a product x will be its own sole subprocess; any subprocess will thus contribute a i possibly nonef f ective) action in the cycle c. The number of subprocesses may evolve in the course of a computation. For fairness though, we will be Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications interested only in subprocesses which occur in cycles. All the notions introduced in the sequel will be relative to a cycle c; this cycle though, being once and for all fixed, will not be explicited. The intuitive meaning of lemmata 4.2 and 4.3 is the following: with respect to the cycle c, the process p has exactly k factors, namely unguarded components of a synchronous product. Moreover, all the processes p t obtained in the cycle c have the same number of factors; and, finally, the factors of any given index j also form a cycle, which might be called the "projection" of cycle c on its y-th factor. Nóte that these lemmata are valid for any cycle of an arbitrary SCCS process. DÉFINITION a sublist of SP(p) , so in the case of multiple occurrences of identical subprocesses we can remember the number of the subprocess which was active; this is still true for ESP(p), though less important because identical subprocesses will always be enabled together. recx.ax xrecy.ayx reez.az. The following proposition now becomes immédiate: PROPOSITION 
4.2: Let S = (ô> Qo, D) be a transition System over R modelling the behavior o f a regular process p, Le. S=&(p), then a computation c in S is strongly fair iff:
-either it is finite {and maximal); -or it is infinité and satisfies:
then 31 e Inf r (c\ t\p" -• s such that nf (r) ^ 1.
Sketch of proof:
Clearly, the cycle Inf f (c) satisfies the strong fairness condition: whenever the ï-th component of an action redex is enabled in Inf s (c) ? then it eventually performs an effective action in Inf t (c).
This condition models quite adequately, and in an intuitively operational way, the requirements of strong fairness.
We now will construct a Muller T-automaton which recognizes the set of strongly fair computations of an arbitrary regular SCCS process. PROPOSITION 
3: Let S = (Q 9 q o ,D) be a transition system over R modelling the behavior of a regular process p, L e. S = $(p); define a Muller T-automaton as follows: 3~sé^($\ Q T , T inf ), where S' = B{p) is deduced frorn the above given transition system S over R, by relabeling the transitions o f S by their 7i* image, as in définition 4.1 (ii), Q T = {qeQ/O\it (q) = 0 in S], and
Vi, t t :qAqi 9 We would obtain a slightly simpler formulation of proposition 4.3, and the similar ones propositions 4. 8 and 4.10, by considering directly dérivation redexes instead of action redexes to start with. This leads to a shortcut saving the use of the transition System S and of its rc* image. We chose the present approach to make more explicit the relationship with the usual action redex formalism.
Proof of Proposition 4. 3: The idea is the following: the Muller T-automaton S'si recognizes the strongly fair computations of p; then, the Muller Tautomaton &jé\ deduced from <Fst by replacing action-redex labels by the corresponding action names, recognizes the traces of strongly fair computations of p. 3~sé f accepts w if there exists some fair computation c of p with trace w.
Note first that the transition System S' is finite, even if S was infinité: this sterns from the fact that p is regular, hence has a finite number of derivatives, which can be derived into one another via a finite number of actions; and the states and transitions of S' consist of respectively those derivatives and actions (up to décomposition of the actions into finitely many synchronous components). Hence ff'st is indeed a Muller T-automaton. Now, clearly, a finite successful computation of y<sé which is in | STsé \ is a maximal finite computation of S, and the set T inf of infinitary transitions is defined so that the set ||^/|| t of infinité successful computations of Fsé will fulfill condition (1) of proposition 4.2. Proof: The fact that the set of strongly fair computations of a regular SCCS process is an oe-regular language follows from the previous proposition. The fact that this language is e-free proceeds from the previous construction: the only case when e might belong to the language is the case when q o eQ T , hence Out {q o ) = 0; this means the SCCS process we started with is bisimilar vol 23, n° 1, 1989 to NIL and has no dérivation at all; hence its set of strongly fair computations is e.
We now state a converse to corollary 4.4. Recall that A is the alphabet of actions.
LEMMA 4.4: (i) Let K<=A* be an e-free regular language, Le, such that e$K. Then there exists an SCCS process /?, which can be built using only the actions in Act, + and ree, and such that K is the set of finite computations ofp.
(ii) Let KczA + be an e-free regular language, then there exists a strictly regular SCCS process p' such that K is the set of strongly fair computations ofp'. Sketch of proof: (i) If K is e-free, then it can be accepted by an automaton sé in which all terminal states q are such that Out {q) = 0, i. e. are final in the terminology of [24] ; hence, if p is a process such that sé = c é>{p\ sé recognizes exactly the maximal dérivations, i. e. the computations, of p.
The idea of accepting e-free regular languages by automata where all terminal states are final first appears in [24] .
(ii) The idea is to take a process a whose set of finite computations is K by (i)> and, via a suitable product, to force all fair computations to be finite, hence obtaining p f whose fair computations are the finite computations of />. Let c l9 . . ., c n be all the cycles of the automaton C modelling the behavior of />, and let c l9 . . ., c n be new letters, one for each cycle; relabel each transition (q, a, q') of C exiting from cycles c £l , . . ., c ik by (q, a.c ix . . . c ifc , q') and let/?" be the resulting process; then, define/?' by:
where sort{p)cz{A -{c u . . ., c n }} is the set of actions which can be performed by p or its derivatives; the infinité computations of p' and p" follow the same paths; however, strongly fair computations of p' cannot loop forever in any cycle, because of the fairness constraint on the components of the synchronous product in p'. Moreover, once a fair computation has gone out of any cycle which is maximal for the underlying set inclusion, there is no way it can reenter that cycle, hence all fair computations are finite; so, the set of strongly fair computations of p f is K Note first that this proof can be improved by finding a process/?' with exactly one synchronous x operator which satisfies the conditions of lemma 4.4 (ii) [13] .
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Note then that if K is an arbitrary prefix closed regular language, possibly containing e, K always represents the set of finite dérivations of an SCCS process, but may not represent a set of finite computations: for instance, a* is not a set of finite computations because computations are maximal, and the words in a* are not maximal in the present case. The first problem we encounter for regular languages containing s is to make sure that the words are obtained as maximal dérivation séquences. See the counter examples to proposition 3.3, and also the acceptance condition by final, i. e. maximal, path of [30] , or the notion of final state of [24] . Similarly, not every co-regular language will be obtainable as the language of strongly fair computations of some SCCS process: for instance, a^^a* Uû a is not a set of fair computations.
Note finally that bisimilar processes need not have the same strongly fair computations, e. g. p = ree x. ô ax x ree x. 5 bx and q = ree x. S (abx + ax + bx) are bisimilar, but e. g. a* 0 is the trace of a strongly fair computation of q, whereas all the strongly fair computations of p have a trace containing infinitely many fo's. 
Sketch of proof:
It suffices to prove that each L t Kf is the set of fair computations of some process p t ; then L will be the set of fair computations n°f P = Z Pi-So, assume L' = LK*\ note that K is £-free, and that, by writing i = l LK» = (L -e) X® U KK», we also may assume that L is e-free. So let p (resp. q) be an SCCS process whose set of (traces of) strongly fair computations is L (resp. K), as given in lemma 4.4 (ii) . Assume the behavior of p (resp. q) is represented by the automaton B (resp. C). Let C' be deduced from C by The main différence between our approach and those of [24, 30] is that we characterize sets of strongly fair computations as e-free (D-regular languages, whereas they obtain all co-regular languages. However, this différence can be remedied if we identify the empty word e with 1, the silent move or delay of one time unit. Then, the counter examples to proposition 3.3 and lemma 4.4 are taken care of as follows: a*(resp. a°°) is the set of finite (resp. fair) computations of ree x. (ax +1 NIL). This identification could be understandable since 1 represents an invisible move, and actually, in the asynchronous case, [19] 
Weak fairness
We can establish similar results for weak fairness. Weak fairness has been much more widely studied in the literature [8, 14, 24] . For brevity's sake, we will only give the définition and propositions corresponding to propositions 4.2, 4.3, and theorem 4.1, without any more details, for the case of weak fairness. DÉFINITION 4. 5: A computation of an SCCS process p is said to be weakly fair iff every subprocess which is permanently enabled from some point on is infinitely often active; a cycle c of p is said to be weakly fair iff every subprocess which is always enabled is at least once active.
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Example 4.1 (continued): The computation d° is weakly fair, even though the first and third subprocesses are never active, because the first subprocess is never enabled, and the second subprocess is only enabled every second dérivation. PROPOSITION We can adapt the proof of lemma 4.4 (ii) to cover the case of weak fairness. The construction is a little more tricky though: at each state in a loop, we have to add new suitably labelled transitions which will allow for the possibility to simulate the rest of the loop up to and including an exit from that loop. So, the possibility of exiting the loop will be permanently allowed, hence the weak fairness constraint will force an eventual exit from the loop. A similar theorem was first proved in [24] for characterizing weakly fair computations of asynchronous digital networks. DÉFINITION 4.6 [14] : A computation of an SCCS process p is said to be strictly fair iff no subprocess can delay forever.
Strict fairness
The following implications are obvious: u strictly fair => u strongly fair => u weakly fair.
Example 4.1 (continued): The condition of strict fairness is a bit exacting in requiring that ail subprocesses perform effective actions: for instance, the process p of example 4.1 can have no strictly fair computation, because its first subprocess is never enabled; hence this subprocess can perform no effective action. This notion of fairness has nevertheless been studied in the literature [14, 15, 22] .
Our method can be applied quite straightforwardly to give an operational characterization of strict fairness in terms of Muller T-automata. 
Discussion
Our notions of fairness model the behaviors of SCCS processes, and are designed to this spécifie end; in particular, the notions of strong and weak fairness are context dependent: e. g., the strongly fair computations of p^B cannot be obtained by restricting to B the strongly fair computations of p. On the other hand, the notion of strict fairness, which we considered mainly for historical reasons, is context independent.
Our notions of fairness meet the criteria suggested in [1] . Our notions of fairness are similar to those defined in [7, 8, 14, 15] . However, most of these papers consider mainly the case of weak fairness, and leave aside the case of strong fairness: the reason is that, in gênerai, strong fairness is more cumbersome to study, because one needs to take into account the whole computation; hence the study of strong fairness cannot usually be "localized" [8] ; in our framework though, and because we consider only finite state processes, we easily can finitely describe strong fairness via an automaton.
Historically, the first operational characterization of fairness via oo-regular languages appears in [24] , where it is shown that the languages of weakly fair computations of asynchronous digital networks coïncide with the class of ©-regular languages.
Our notion of strong fairness is related to the notions considered in [29, 30] but differs from them in several respects. The notions of fairness considered by [29, 30] are all relative to automata with a slightly different acceptance condition, and are all context independent. Among the notions they introducé, those which are closest to ours are t-fairness, edge-fairness and letter-fairness, which all differ in some respects from our notions: for instance, t-fairness considers only labels of transitions, edge-fairness (resp. letter-fairness) is concerned with all transitions (resp. all transitions with a given label) originating in a given state, whereas we consider only some sets of labelled transitions occurring in spécifie cycles. However, the results are somehow related, in that [29, 30] show that the class of edge-fair computations coincides with the class of (ö-regular languages, whereas we show that our classes of strongly fair languages coïncide with the class of e-free oo-regular languages. Some more work would be needed in order to make explicit the relationship between their and our fairnesses.
Note finally that the results of the present paper can be extended to cover other kinds of fairness: we considered hère fairness relative to the synchronous x operator exclusively; we would obtain similar results considering also notions of fairness dealing with the + operator [29, 30] . In that case, we would have to use action redexes instead of dérivation redexes.
